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Mobile Clinical Results on Android™ Devices

Tap the DETAILS 
tab to see 
medication 
details.

Tap an item 
on the 
Summary. The Medications 

Summary shows the 
patient’s recent 
medications. 

The Cipro order was 
discontinued. 

Let’s look at the 
Furosemide order.

How Much Detail Do You Want to See?

You can see that 
Furosemide was 
started on 5/6 
and is scheduled 
to end on 5/16.

You can see whether 
a dose was GIVEN or 
NOT GIVEN (date is 
struck through and 
“NOT GIVEN” is the 
Dose and Status).

Or tap the MAR tab to 
see medication 
administration 
information (if 
available).

Getting Around the Mobile Clinical Results Application 

Select a patient from your 
list.

Tap the Patient List button to go 
back to the Patient List to select 
a different patient.

Use These Buttons to Get Around:
More: Exit, Sync, Settings, Help, and 
Provider Directory. In some modules, 
there are additional options in this 
menu that are specific to the module.

 Home Menu: Select a different 
module for the current patient.
Back: Go back to the previous 
screen.
Patient List: Go back to the Patient 
List to select a different patient, or a 
different patient list.
Messaging: Send/receive text 
messages to/from other providers.

When the Home screen 
appears, select a module 
(like Clinical Notes).

The Summary screen for the 
module appears. Select an 
item (a clinical note) to view it.

The Detail screen for the 
item is displayed.

Android Tips & Tricks:
Tap and hold on one or more patient rows to 
select patients and expose action buttons in 
the top right corner; these are actions that you 
can take against the selected patient(s).

Tap the Home Menu to select a 
different module or go back to the 
Home screen.

Tap Back to go back to the 
Summary screen to select a 
different clinical note.
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Sometimes, a Summary is all you need, like a list of the patient’s current medications. 
Other times, you want to know all the details, like when a drug was ordered, or whether a dose was administered.



Use a Graph to See How Results Trend Over Time

The Graph tab 
shows multiple 
results for 
Potassium 
trending 
upward over 
time. 

The Details 
tab shows the 
exact numeric 
value and 
other 
information for 
the selected 
data point.

The Panel 
Details View 
shows the 
components 
for the BMP 
panel. Select 
K to see 
what’s 
happening 
with the high 
potassium 
level.

From the Vital 
Signs 
Summary, 
select a vital 
to see how it 
is trending 
over time. 

Tap the Details tab 
to see each reading 
for the selected vital 
sign.

From the Lab 
Results 
Summary, 
select a panel 
to view its 
details.

Trending Lab Results

Trending Vital Signs

Select Panel Table View from 
the Overflow Menu to display all 
instances of this BMP panel in a 
scrollable table format.
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Tap the Graph tab 
and then select any 
data point on the 
graph to see the 
date/time and the 
exact numeric 
value.
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